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The Battle of Oldendorf, 8th 
July, 1633

This battle takes place toward the end of the Swedish period of the 
Thirty Years’ War. In November 1632 the hero of the Protestant cause, 
Gustavus Adolphus, had been killed at the battle of Lützen. New 
leaders had to be found. In the Westphalian theatre of the war, the 
Swedish government chose to back Georg of Brunswick-Lüneburg.  
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Georg’s army was a mix of Swedish, Hessian and German troops, and 
needed a period of reorganisation. Once this was complete, he set 
out to capture the fortress of Hameln. His army arrived outside the 
city in March but its defenders did not surrender and four months of 
siege followed. 

The Catholic League slowly gathered a relief force, and in early July it 
set out for Hameln. Georg decided to block its advance at Oldendorf, 
some 20km from Hameln. The scene was set for a crucial encounter. 
Georg’s political future depended on a successful outcome.

The Protestant army was led by experienced soldiers. Across the 
valley, the Catholic command was fragmented and its troops of varied 
quality. Its highest-ranking officer was Lothar von Bonninghausen, 
who had a poor record as a commander. His two subordinates, Jobst 
von Gronsfeld and Jean de Merode, each had their views about the 
coming battle and neither could agree with the other. Bonninghausen 
simply disposed of this problem by taking personal command of the 
reserve and staying at the rear of his army! 

At 9:00 a.m. the League army advanced cautiously. The Protestants 
responded by attacking vigorously on both flanks. After two hours 
of fighting the League army was steadily pushed back on both flanks. 
Some units of its reserve then fled without firing a shot. Merode was 
killed some time after 11:00 a.m. and a little later the army collapsed. 
The battered infantry struggled to cover the retreat. 

The battle was a great victory for Georg. His losses were less than 1,000 
but the League lost at least 5,000 men in the battle and subsequent 
pursuit. Georg also captured 74 colours and all 12 guns. A few days 
later the defenders of Hameln surrendered the fortress to him.

Game time   Start at 9:00 a.m.   Game length   10 turns

Total engaged No. of 
Brigades Horse Foot Guns

Protestant 18 7,000 7,000 37

Catholic League 21 5,000 11,000 12
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Objectives:  

The League army’s objective is to secure a route off the opposite table 
edge. A secondary objective is to destroy the will of the Protestant 
army.

The Protestant objective is to stop Bonninghausen achieving any of 
his objectives.

The table for this battle is 6’ x 4’. Each square is 2’ x 2’.

Terrain key:

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Stream Road Built up 
area Woods
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Catholic League – Imperial Army
Left Centre Right

Geelen Merode Gronsfeld

Pallant CR T Barry IR V Asseburg CR T

Rittberg CR T Merode IR T Horst CR T

Westfalen CR T Waldeck Tercio R Ohr CR T

Merode DR V Westfalen Tercio R Lindelo Tercio T

Merode DR V Westerhold Tercio R Roverit (inf det) R

Silva IR T Artillery 1 T

Ruepp (inf det) R Artillery 2 T

Reserve

Bonninghausen

Flamorsin IR T Asti CR R

Reinach IR T Wippart CR V

Bonninghausen DR T

Bonninghausen DR T

Deployment:    
Gronsfeld  A – A,  Merode  B – B,  Geleen  C – C,  Bonninghausen  
D – D 
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Protestant Army: Georg of Brunswick-Lüneburg
Artillery 1 T Artillery 2 T

Artillery 3 T Artillery 4 T

Left (front) Centre Right

Knyphausen Kagge Stalhansk

Bruneck CR T Eberstein IR T Silversparre CR V

Carberg CR T Geiso IR T Soppe CR V

Mercier CR T Kreigbaum IR T Stenbock CR V

Rehlingen CR T Teuffel IR V Kagge DR T

Du Menys DR R Winckel IR V Kagge DR T

St. Andreas DR T Infantry guns T Aston  (inf det) V

Left (rear) Infantry guns T Eller (inf det) V

Melander Infantry guns T Schonbeck (inf det) V

Dalwigk CR T Infantry guns T

Rostein (Leib) CR T

Seekirch CR T

Reserve – Uslar

Lauenberg IR T Georg CR T Merode CR T

Deploys:   
Knyphausen  X – X,  Artillery and Kagge  Y – Y,  Stalhansk  Z – Z

Melander – behind Knyphausen, Uslar – behind Kagge 
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In Europe, the first two decades of the eighteenth century were characterised by almost 
constant warfare. Western and Central Europe had been involved in the Nine Years’ War that 
ended in 1697. The peace was shortlived and by 1701 Western Europe was once again plunged 
into a new conflict, the War of Spanish Succession. Elsewhere, Denmark, Russia, Saxony 
and eventually Prussia all sought to dismember the Swedish Empire and share it amongst 
themselves. This conflict, known as the Great Northern War, was to last over twenty years.

Designed to refight the battles of the period, Captain General is an expansion book for the 
popular rule set In Deo Veritas. The rules focus on the command decisions needed to maintain 
the motivation of the army. The battle scenarios offer the player a series of different challenges 
from the wars of the early eighteenth century.

Battles are played at the brigade level with all major elements on 75mm/3” wide bases. Using 
smaller scale figures (6-15mm) lets players give their units a realistic feel. The ground scale of 
1” = 40yds means the typical 6ft x 4 ft table is large enough to accommodate most battles of 
the period.

Most players will already have everything needed to play (d6, tape measure and a deck  
of cards). More scenarios and game support will become available in the future.

To learn the rules will take 2 hours or so using some of the smaller battles. Once you 
have become familiar with the core elements then your games will flow more quickly and  
a larger battle such as Blenheim should last for 3-4 hours depending on the arrival  
of the reinforcements.

Nothing is certain, but generals that hone 
their skills are more likely to be victorious!

“Helion Wargames has been created to give the gamer a new range of books and downloads 
offering introductions to the many periods covered by the company’s book series and beyond. 
Whilst we will be publishing rules systems, the series will focus mainly on primers and 
introductions to new historical periods and figure scales. Working with writers and gamers 
from within the wargaming industry, Helion Wargames aims to provide both novice and 
veteran hobbyist alike with inspiration and help in getting the most from their games.” 


